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Abstract 

Transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) is an invaluable intraoperative diagnostic 

monitor that is considered to be relatively safe and noninvasive. Insertion and 

manipulation of the TEE probe, however, may cause oropharyngeal, esophageal, or 

gastric trauma. We report the incidence of intraoperative TEE-associated complications 

in a single-center series of 7200 adult cardiac surgical patients. Information related to 

intraoperative TEE-associated complications was obtained retrospectively from the 

intraoperative TEE data form, routine postoperative visits, and cardiac surgical morbidity 

and mortality data. The overall incidences of TEE-associated morbidity and mortality in 

the study population were 0.2% and 0%, respectively. The most common TEE-associated 

complication was severe odynophagia, which occurred in 0.1% of the study population. 

Other complications included dental injury (0.03%), endotracheal tube malpositioning 

(0.03%), upper gastrointestinal hemorrhage (0.03%), and esophageal perforation (0.01%). 

TEE probe insertion was unsuccessful or contraindicated in 0.18% and 0.5% of the study 

population, respectively. These data suggest that intraoperative TEE is a relatively safe 

diagnostic monitor for the management of cardiac surgical patients.  
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Abstract 

Implications: The overall morbidity (0.2%) and mortality (0%) rates of intraoperative 

transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) were determined in a retrospective case series 

of 7200 adult, anesthetized cardiac surgical patients. The most common source of TEE-

associated morbidity was odynophagia (0.1%), which resolved with conservative 

management. These results suggest that TEE is a safe diagnostic tool for the management 

of cardiac surgical patients.  

Transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) is an invaluable intraoperative diagnostic 

monitor for management of cardiac surgical patients. A survey of 155 US academic 

institutions reported that 91% routinely use intraoperative TEE (1). The popularity of 

TEE is caused by its impact on intraoperative cardiac surgical decision making by 

providing pertinent information regarding hemodynamic management, cardiac valvular 

function, and the diagnosis of congenital heart lesions and great vessel pathology (2,3).  

TEE is considered to be relatively safe and noninvasive. Insertion and manipulation of 

the TEE probe, however, may cause oropharyngeal, esophageal, or gastric trauma. In a 

multicenter survey of 10,419 predominantly conscious adult patients undergoing TEE, a 

complication rate of 0.18%, including one death, was reported (4). Furthermore, an 

incidence of 2.4% adverse events associated with TEE was noted in a study of 1650 

pediatric cardiac surgical patients (5). Other investigations have focused primarily on the 

incidence of dysphagia after intraoperative TEE (6,7). We now describe and report the 

incidence of intraoperative TEE-associated complications in a single-center series of 

adult cardiac surgical patients.  
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Methods 

The study population consisted of 7200 consecutive adult (≥18 yr old) cardiac surgical 

patients in whom intraoperative TEE was performed between 1990 and 1999 at Brigham 

and Women’s Hospital (Boston, Massachusetts). Indications for surgery included 

coronary artery bypass grafting, valve repair or replacement, congenital heart surgery, 

procedures on the great vessels, heart transplantation, transmyocardial laser 

revascularization, and placement of ventricular assist devices.  

After obtaining approval from the IRB of Brigham and Women’s Hospital, information 

related to intraoperative TEE-associated complications was obtained retrospectively from 

the intraoperative TEE data form recorded by the attending anesthesiologist, routine 

postoperative follow-up visits recorded in a standardized fashion, and cardiac surgical 

morbidity and mortality data. Reported complications included but were not limited to 

odynophagia, defined as severe and persistent enough to warrant diagnostic 
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esophagogastroduodenoscopy (EGD); dental injury, defined as a dislodged or loosened 

tooth noted during TEE probe placement; and clinically significant upper gastrointestinal 

(UGI) bleeding, defined as the presence of copious bright red blood or “coffee grounds” 

during orogastric suctioning at the conclusion of the operation. Attribution of a given 

complication to the intraoperative TEE examination was made at the discretion of the 

attending anesthesiologist, cardiac surgeon, or both. The number of patients in whom 

TEE probe insertion was unsuccessful or contraindicated was recorded.  

All intraoperative TEE examinations were conducted after the induction of general 

anesthesia, neuromuscular blockade, and tracheal intubation. Before insertion of the TEE 

probe, tooth guards were inserted and the gastric contents emptied with an orogastric tube 

that was then removed. A lubricated biplane or multiplane TEE probe (Acuson 

Corporation, Mountain View, CA) was then blindly inserted into the esophagus. If blind 

insertion of the TEE probe was not readily accomplished after one or two attempts, the 

probe was then inserted by using direct laryngoscopy, or the procedure was abandoned if 

significant resistance was encountered. All examinations, including interpretation, were 

performed by attending cardiac anesthesiologists credentialed to perform intraoperative 

TEE.  
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Results 

TEE-associated morbidity occurred in 14 (0.2%) of the 7200 patients, without any TEE-

associated mortality. Most complications (86%) were caused by oropharyngeal, 

esophageal, or gastric trauma secondary to TEE probe insertion or manipulation ( Table 

1).  

View this table: 

 In this window 

 In a new window 

Table 1.  

Intraoperative TEE-Associated Complications 

Seven patients (0.1%) experienced postoperative odynophagia severe enough to warrant 

diagnostic EGD. Linear esophageal abrasions were discovered in four patients in the 

upper (1), mid (1), and lower (2) esophagus. In addition, dysphagia was evaluated by a 

Gastrografin swallow study in one patient. Dental injury, consisting of a dislodged or 

loosened tooth during TEE probe insertion, was documented in two patients (0.03%). All 

of the above patients recovered uneventfully and were later discharged from the hospital 

without further acute complication.  
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Acute UGI hemorrhage occurred in two patients (0.03%). Both cases were diagnosed at 

the end of surgery and then confirmed by EGD. There was no evidence of a clinical or 

laboratory coagulopathy in either case. One patient had a history of a surgically corrected 

and asymptomatic Zenker’s diverticulum. In both patients, TEE probe insertion and 

manipulation were uneventful and the intraoperative course benign. However, upon 

removal of the TEE probe at the end of surgery, >600 mL of fresh blood and “coffee 

grounds” were noted during orogastric aspiration. In one patient, EGD revealed several 

linear esophageal erosions and a large contusion at the gastroesophageal (GE) junction 

consistent with a Mallory-Weiss tear. In the second patient, EGD revealed only erythema 

and diffuse oozing at the GE junction. Gastric hemorrhage resolved in both patients with 

conservative, nonsurgical management.  

One case (0.01%) of TEE-associated esophageal perforation occurred in an elderly 

woman undergoing removal of a defective automatic implantable cardioverter-

defibrillator. Although TEE probe insertion was not difficult, the acquired images were 

poor in quality. Two days after the surgical procedure, the patient complained of dyspnea. 

A right hydropneumothorax was diagnosed by chest radiograph, and a Gastrografin 

swallow study revealed extravasation of contrast entering the right pleural cavity just 

above the thoracic inlet. The patient subsequently underwent surgery to repair the 

esophageal perforation and recovered without further acute sequelae.  

Arterial desaturation associated with increased peak inspiratory airway pressure during 

the intraoperative TEE examination occurred in two patients (0.03%). In both patients, 

the endotracheal tube was inadvertently advanced into the right mainstem bronchus 

during TEE probe manipulation.  

TEE probe insertion was unsuccessful in 13 (0.18%) patients and contraindicated in 35 

(0.5%) patients, all with a known medical history of esophageal or gastric pathology ( 

Table 2).  

View this table: 

 In this window 

 In a new window 

Table 2.  

Contraindications to TEE Probe Insertion 
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Discussion 

The incidence of TEE-associated complications is in the range of 0%–0.5% (3,4,8,9). The 

morbidity and mortality of TEE is comparable to UGI endoscopy, which is associated 

with a complication rate of 0.08%–0.13% and a mortality of 0.004% (4,10,11). In our 
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series, intraoperative TEE was associated with similar rates of morbidity (0.2%) and 

mortality (0%).  

The majority of intraoperative TEE-associated complications in our case series were 

caused by oropharyngeal, esophageal, or gastric trauma. Direct trauma to the 

gastrointestinal (GI) tract may be associated with blind insertion and advancement of the 

probe, the large size of the probe tip relative to the esophagus, the wide range of probe tip 

flexion and manipulation required to obtain certain images, and the presence of unknown 

esophageal or gastric pathology. Indirect trauma of the GI tract may be related to 

excessive or prolonged, continuous pressure at the TEE probe-mucosal interface, 

resulting in tissue ischemia and necrosis (12). Urbanowicz et al. (13), however, 

demonstrated the absence of significant esophageal wall pressure (<10 millimeters of 

mercury) and mucosal injury even with maximal TEE probe tip flexion in an animal 

model. Alternatively, GI injury may occur secondary to thermal injury produced by 

piezoelectric crystal vibration at the TEE probe tip or from ultrasound energy absorption 

by the adjacent tissue (13,14). Although esophageal thermal injury has been reported in 

patients with severe atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease in whom the esophageal 

circulation was presumed to be compromised (14), experimental studies in animals have 

failed to demonstrate any gross anatomic or microscopic evidence of injury directly 

related to ultrasound energy transmission (15).  

Seven patients (0.1%) in our case series complained of severe odynophagia warranting 

further investigation by EGD or Gastrografin swallow. Dysphagia or evidence of 

esophageal injury was demonstrated in five (0.07%) of these patients. Although many 

patients in our series experienced mild sore throat, only dysphagia accompanied by 

persistent, severe odynophagia was considered a clinically significant, TEE-associated 

complication. The reported incidence of swallowing dysfunction in adult patients after 

cardiac surgery is in the range of 2%–4% (6) and is associated with advanced age, 

duration of tracheal intubation, the presence of an orogastric tube, cerebral vascular 

accident, and recurrent laryngeal nerve injury (6,16). An independent correlation between 

intraoperative TEE and dysphagia has been reported (6,7) but not consistently 

demonstrated (17,18).  

Intraoperative TEE was associated with direct GI trauma in seven cardiac surgical 

patients (0.1%) in our series, including four esophageal abrasions and one esophageal 

perforation. Two additional patients (0.03%) experienced significant UGI hemorrhage. 

The overall incidence of GI complications after cardiac surgery is in the range of 0.7%–

2% (18–20). Although direct GI trauma associated with TEE probe insertion and 

manipulation may contribute to the incidence of postoperative UGI bleeding, factors such 

as advanced age, perioperative anticoagulant administration, and perioperative visceral 

hypoperfusion have also been implicated (18).  

Esophageal perforation, most likely related to the use of intraoperative TEE, occurred in 

one patient in our series. Severe pharyngeal or esophageal injury is a rare, but serious, 

TEE-associated complication that is more likely to occur in difficult TEE probe insertions 

or in patients with preexisting GI pathology (14). This form of GI trauma usually presents 
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early with hemorrhage (12), subcutaneous emphysema (21), or the appearance of the TEE 

probe in the surgical field (22).  

Contraindications to TEE probe insertion include either signs or symptoms of GI disease 

(severe dysphagia, odynophagia, reflux, hematemesis) or a history of pathology. Insertion 

of the TEE probe was contraindicated in 35 patients in our study for reasons similar to 

those previously cited (3,4,23,24). Patients with hiatal hernias usually tolerate TEE 

examination without complications, although imaging may be compromised. TEE was 

contraindicated in two patients with hiatal hernias in our case series because of the 

severity of the associated GE reflux. There is controversy in the literature regarding the 

relative risk of TEE in patients with mild dysphagia in the absence of known esophageal 

pathology. Routine barium swallow or EGD before TEE probe insertion for all of these 

patients might be useful, although not necessarily cost-effective. Proceeding with caution 

and maintaining a low threshold for abandoning the procedure if resistance is 

encountered during insertion or advancement of the probe may be an acceptable 

approach, because most of these patients tolerate the procedure without complications 

(24). The use of intraoperative epicardial and epiaortic probes is also a reasonable 

alternative when TEE is contraindicated.  

Failure to successfully insert or advance the TEE probe occurs in 0.7%–1.9% of sedated 

adult patients (4,25) and in 0.8% of anesthetized pediatric patients (5). We observed a 

smaller incidence of failed probe insertion in anesthetized adult patients (0.18%). 

Explanations for failed TEE probe insertion in awake adults include patient intolerance, 

operator inexperience, and limiting anatomic variants in the pediatric population. 

Buckling of the TEE probe tip can also contribute to difficult or failed placements; this 

occurred during 2.8% of TEE probe insertions in one study of anesthetized patients (25). 

Because injury to the oropharynx or dysphagia after TEE is often associated with failed 

insertion or malposition of the probe (12), the procedure should be abandoned if 

difficulty or resistance is encountered with probe insertion or advancement. In one patient 

in our case series, insertion of the TEE probe was immediately abandoned after resistance 

was encountered while attempting to advance the probe into the proximal esophagus. The 

patient’s perioperative course was unremarkable, although he developed recurrent 

aspiration pneumonia after discharge from the hospital. EGD revealed the presence of a 

previously unknown Zenker’s diverticulum, which required surgical correction.  

Many retrospective case series studies, including ours, may underestimate the true 

incidence of TEE-associated complications. Conservative definitions of clinically 

significant adverse events, limitations in standardizing the evaluation of patients’ 

subjective complaints, and ascribing truly related complications to other etiologies may 

all contribute to systematic underreporting. In addition, it is difficult to assess 

consequences associated with the distraction factor of intraoperative multitasking and 

patient care while performing intraoperative TEE (26). Intraoperative TEE-associated 

morbidity may be minimized by avoiding its use in patients with contraindications to GE 

manipulation, adhering to conservative judgment in abandoning probe insertion when 

significant resistance is encountered, and maintaining strict vigilance while continuing to 

observe and care for patients during the examination.  
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